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What do you think will disrupt tax the most over the next 5 years?

Go to www.menti.com and use the code: 90 93 76

http://www.menti.com/
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Brexit

► 17 October 2019 the UK and the EU confirmed that they had reached a Brexit deal

► EU will allow the UK to leave earlier than 31 January 2020

► Brexit directly affected by the UK General Election 

EU law claims

► Tax claims which rely on an alleged breach of EU law and which remain under enquiry – not clear 
whether UK residents will retain their ability to bring tax claims before the UK Courts or the Tax 
Tribunal 

► Companies should consider whether they wish to take any immediate action to protect those claims
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Which batch of goods has Trump’s administration singled out for tariffs?

Go to www.menti.com and use the code: 90 93 76

http://www.menti.com/
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Government policies

► US 2020 Election and Tariffs

► Long-lasting fight between Democrats and Republicans

► Current impeachment process 

► Aggressive trade policies – 25% tariff to Scottish products
► Single-malt whiskies from Scotland and Ireland 

► Cashmere sweaters 

► Sweet biscuits

► Investment uncertainty

► Macron/Xi Jinping vs. Trump?

► France imposes a digital tax to US technology companies

► US imposes tax to French wine and cheese

► China – US trade war 
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UK General Election 

Conservatives Liberal Democrats

Corporation Tax

► Likely to keep rate at 19%

► R&D tax credit increase to 13% 

► Structures & Buildings Allowances 
increase to 3%

► UK digital services tax

Corporation Tax

► Return to a 20% corporation tax

► New business tax to replace corporation 
tax; lower costs and efficiency

SNP

Corporation Tax

► Oppose further reductions to CT

Anti-avoidance measures

► General Anti Avoidance Rule

► Reformed place of establishment rulesAnti avoidance measures 

► Profit shifting for multinationals

► Creation of a single anti-tax evasion 
unit in covering all duties and taxes

► Consolidate existing anti-evasion and 
avoidance measures and powers

Labour

Corporation Tax

► Increase rate to 26%

► 21% for small companies

► Removal of R&D reliefs 

► Phase out patent box

► Reverse cut to the bank levy

► Unitary taxation for multinational 
groups

Anti-avoidance measures

► Greater penalties for tax evasion

► Bigger fines for promoters of tax 
schemes 
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EU Mandatory Disclosure Regime (MDR) – (DAC6)

► DAC6 is to strengthen tax transparency and fight against aggressive cross-border tax planning

► Information will be automatically exchanged between Member States

► The deadlines to adopt and publish new rules to comply with the directive is 31 December 2019
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► Decarbonisation – net zero by 2050 (2045 in Scotland)
► Move towards renewable energy sources
► Local carbon tax in Scotland

► Potentially a Scotland-wide per tonne tax placed on the distribution of certain fuels for 
consumption

► EU carbon border tax
► To overcome the potential incentive of domestic consumers to avoid EU carbon taxes by 

importing from elsewhere
► Who pays for environmental impact? e.g., should producers of single use plastics be 

discouraged via additional taxes?
► New environmental taxes
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How has HMRC’s approach to your business’s tax position changed over the last 1-2 years?

Go to www.menti.com and use the code: 90 93 76

http://www.menti.com/
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More enquiries 

More penalties

PDCF

More aggressive approach
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Risk assessment

► On 1 October 2019 HMRC introduced its new Business Risk Review Plus (BRR+) process

► Businesses are classified into four risk categories rather than two

► HMRC assess business landscape complexity factors and behavioural factors

► Behavioural factors are assessed for each tax regime and a behavioural risk rating is awarded 
accordingly

► A business must be low risk for all tax regimes in order to be awarded with a low risk rating overall 

► Incentives associated with low risk status 
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UK Digital Services Tax (DST) draft legislation

► DST legislation was open for consultation until 5 September 2019 as part of the draft Finance Bill, and 
it was due to come into force from April 2020. However, the draft Finance Bill was not introduced to 
Parliament

► Issues: 
► whether a new Government will seek to reintroduce the measure after the election; and

► if so, whether the effective date might be pushed back to assess the progress of multilateral efforts

► HMRC:
► the Government will review how it defines an online marketplace in the proposed UK DST as it could catch 

business models such as franchises; and 

► the Government is also considering adopting a ‘white list’ of countries to avoid double taxation
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OECD – changes to the international tax framework

► On 9 October, the OECD published an outline of a ‘Unified Approach’ for revised profit allocation and 
nexus rules aimed at expanding the taxing rights of user/market jurisdictions

► Pillar One of the OECD's work on the international tax framework to 'address the tax challenges of the 
digitalisation of the economy'

► The proposals were open to consultation until 12 November. Public consultation was then held at the 
OECD Conference Centre in Paris

► Key features of the Unified Approach for Pillar One: 
► Scope – large consumer-facing businesses, which would cover highly digitalised business models and also 

businesses interacting with final customers;

► New nexus rules – the rules would not be dependent on physical presence in a territory, but largely based on 
sales; and 

► New profit allocation rule – an overlay to the existing transfer pricing rules with a formula-based solution
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Changing patterns of work 
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IR35 – or the ‘off-payroll working rules’

► IR35 was introduced to tackle the problem of ‘deemed employment’

► Organisations engage workers on a self-employed basis and usually through an intermediary, rather 
than on an employment contract

► Do not have to offer any employment rights or benefits
► Cases: Uber, Deliveroo, Addison Lee and Pimlico Plumbers

► From April 2020, companies must assess the employment status for all contractors engaged, 
regardless of the engagement method:

► Key areas to consider

1. What is your strategy/culture around contractors?

2. Who is in charge? Who will lead the project?

3. Understand what each of the options will cost you

4. How will you administer the process?
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Thank you
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